RAW Enzymes™ are available in four distinct
formulas:
• RAW Enzymes™ Women,
• RAW Enzymes™ Women 50 and Wiser
• RAW Enzymes™ Men
• RAW Enzymes™ Men 50 and Wiser
Each formula is designed to support your
nutritional and digestive needs no matter what
stage of life you are in.†

Highest Potency
When comparing enzyme formulas—
especially ones with multiple
enzymes—it can be pretty confusing.
Enzymes are best measured by their
activity levels, but there is no “one”
measure of activity level that is used
for all enzymes. Instead, different
measurements are used for different
enzymes.

EMPOWERING EXTRAORDINARY HEALTH®

While that may be confusing, with
RAW Enzymes™, we’ve made it pretty
easy. We looked at the leading multiple
enzyme formulas, and we made sure
that RAW Enzymes™ contains a higher
activity level of every enzyme. Simply
put, it is the highest potency enzyme
formula available in health food stores.
 Emerging science suggests vitamin D supports breast health†
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RAW Enzymes™
RAW Enzymes™ from Garden of Life®

Mother Nature can be pretty elegant,

was designed to provide your body with

and a perfect example can be found

enzymes the way nature intended—

where enzymes are concerned. Raw

uncooked, untreated and unadulterated,

food, consumed as close to nature as

with no binders or fillers—in other words,

possible, contains digestive enzymes.

RAW. Each formula is packed with 22
powerful digestive enzymes. Every

Think about that for a second. If

formula includes a significant amount of

you eat food raw, as nature intended,

protein-, carbohydrate- and fat-digesting

the very food you are eating contains

enzymes. In fact, each individual enzyme

enzymes that make your diet easier

included in every formula has a higher

to digest! That equates to a noticeable

potency than any other multiple enzyme

advantage for your body. The more
enzymes you can feed it, the less it has
to devote to digesting your food.
Alternately, cooked and processed
foods are pretty much devoid of

Complete Enzymes

highest potency of

•

High Potency—Higher activity levels of
every enzyme than all of the leading
brands

a multiple enzyme

RAW—The only raw enzyme formula—
uncooked, untreated and unadulterated
with no binders or fillers

Enzymes. RAW Enzymes™ includes

Overtime Enzymes—the only enzyme
formula that includes probiotics that
work overtime to produce additional
enzymes

the body. These “enzyme factories”

•

your very own digestive enzymes to do
all the work.
•

•

†

In addition to the

At Garden of Life®, we strive to provide
unique formulas that bring something new
to the table. With RAW Enzymes™ you get:

enzymes. Consuming them means that
you are relying almost completely on

formula on the market.†

Broad-Spectrum—22 powerful
vegetarian digestive enzymes with
unsurpassed enzymatic activity to help
your body digest the complete range of
proteins, fats, carbohydrates and fiber

enzymes available in
formula, RAW Enzymes™
goes even further with our Overtime
probiotics specifically added for their
ability to create more enzymes within
continually generate additional enzymes
round-the-clock as part of their natural
metabolic life cycle. RAW Enzymes™
also includes probiotic-created vitamins,
minerals and antioxidant enzymes
including glutathione, catalase and SOD.

These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.

